
One of the most important advances in nancial markets is the development of binary options. They belong to the class known as “exotic op-
tions” but in reality, they are pretty simple. They have an expiration date, a strike price and traders have to determine whether the option will 
expire at a higher price than its current level, or at a lower level.

Forex binary options are used to take a view and have a position within the foreign exchange market. For example, will the GBP/USD 
exchange rate trade above or below the strike price at the expiration of a specic time frame?

IfIf you expect the sterling to increase in value against the dollar you would buy sterling or, if using binary options, you'd make a call option. 
Vice versa, if you perceive that the value of sterling is going to fall then you would make an appropriate put option. The foreign exchange 
market is a very liquid market and in times of uncertainty it can see high volumes of volatility. One of the major benets of using forex binary 
options is that you limit your exposure and risk to volatility since the risk is predetermined and magnitude is not taken into consideration. It’s 
forfor this reason that portfolio managers and traders alike often view forex binary options as the ideal hedging instrument. It is important to know 
that many currency pairs have varying volatility and liquidity levels, since there are pairs that have different risk proles. The G20 currencies 
are comprised of the more developed countries’ currencies and are often less volatile and more liquid in comparison to emerging market cur-
rencies.  
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In spot trading, traders have to know the exact price that the currency pair will take in order to gain from the investment. On the other hand, 
binary forex options only require the trader to predict the direction that the price of the currency pair will take. In spot trading, traders will have 
to take advantage of the uctuations of the market price and so will make use of 5 or 30-minute charts and short term technical analysis. On 
the other hand, binary forex options traders need to know the fundamentals, macro data, currency rates and the patterns they are forming.

DueDue to the onset of strict regulation in many regional FX markets, Binaries have become an increasingly popular investment vehicle, as one 
can easily open an options trading account in nearly any country in the world. 

Because binary forex options only require traders to determine the direction that the price will take for a certain period of time, it is less risky 
than spot forex trading. If you predict the correct direction that the price of the currency pair is going to take, then you can earn a xed amount 
of income for every contract. The downside to this is that traders cannot earn more, but the bigger advantage is that they lose only what they 
paid for the contract. On the other hand, spot traders have to increase their risk if they want to earn more, and for many new forex traders, 
theythey can actually lose all their earnings this way. Hence, the biggest advantage of binary forex options is that it has less risk and xed, pre-
determined payout.

Another advantage in binary forex options is that you don’t need to deal with brokers. There are no requotes and you don’t have to worry 
about getting stopped out while trading. Also, since the payout is much higher than what you risk, binary forex options can be hedged with 
another forex investment.

Binary forex options are worth exploring for legging into a position. This means that instead of putting on a market order going long or short, 
the trader puts on an intra-hour binary option. If it is hit, this becomes a signal that the market is strong enough to enter a spot position in 
the same direction. In effect, the binary option becomes a momentum signal. Binary options provide yet another benet to new forex traders, 
allowing them to choose direction and enter positions in a low-cost environment. So, binary options make use of xed contract lengths. 
UnlikeUnlike straight forex trading, which generally uses stops and limit orders in order to manage when a position is exited, the binary option trader 
knows from the onset when their contract is going to expire, and when they will have exited their position fully.

In any case, new traders can test their skills with binary options before risking serious money – a fact which often accounts for the relatively 
high lead-to-deposit conversion levels in the binary industry.
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A trader who thinks that the EUR/USD strike price will close at or above 1.2500 at 3:00 p.m. can buy a call option on that outcome. A trader 
who thinks that the EUR/USD strike price will close at or below 1.2500 at 3:00 p.m. can buy a put option or sell the contract.

At 2:00 p.m. the EUR/USD spot price is 1.2490. The trader believes this will increase, so he buys 10 call options for EUR/USD at or above 
1.2500 at 3:00 p.m. at a cost of $40 each.

TheThe risk involved in this trade is known. The trader’s gross prot/loss follows the ‘all or nothing’ principle. He can lose all the money he 
invested, which in this case is $40 x 10 = $400, or make a gross prot of $100 x 10 = $1000. If the EUR/USD strike price will close at or 
above 1.2500 at 3:00 p.m. the trader's net prot will be the payoff at expiry minus the cost of the option: $1000 - $400 = $600.

TheThe trader can also choose to liquidate (buy or sell to close) his position prior to expiration, at which point the option value is not guaranteed 
to be $100. The larger the gap between the spot price and the strike price, the value of the option decreases, as the option is less likely to 
expire in the money.

In this example, at 3:00 p.m. the spot has risen to 1.2505. The option has expired in the money and the gross payoff is $1000. The trader's 
net prot is $600.
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The spread-strategy is also known as ‘hedging’ the option. In binary options, if your trade ends in the money whether it is a call or a put, you 
get a payout that can be up to 81% more than your invested capital which means $162 for an investment of $100. But on the other side, if 
your trade ends out of the money, you can lose all your invested capital. But by hedging the option, you can minimize your loss by 
least 19%.

The “DDSS”-Strategy

TheThe simple meaning of ‘DDSS”-strategy is ‘don’t do something stupid’. This strategy works when the market is going sideways. Sometimes, 
the price of an asset goes up for some time and another moment it shows a down trend and after some time again it starts going up. This 
situation in the market is known as ‘sideways’. In such situations, one should not try to trade thinking that they will be stable after some time 
because when the market goes sideways, it becomes hard for the investor to predict. It is advisable to look for another asset which is show-
ing an up or down trend. So it is better to have a thorough look at the charts, do your research properly and then invest.

Risk Management

Risk management is part of trading that one must stick to. In binary options trading, the risk is limited to your investment only and you know 
it at the time of the contract. But when some of your trade expires out of the money, it is a waste of time and money- to stay in the market. 
You should not let gambling and poor judgment overtake you. One should not become emotional at these times and pack his bag, take a 
break and leave the things there only. It is time to analyze why the trades went out of the money. When you are ready with your research and 
strategies, you can start again.

Whilst there are a few different platforms out there which support currency options trading, the most important thing to remember is that 
having a stable, reliable and technologically advanced trading platform can make a real difference in your trading experience.

Many traders overlook this essential aspect of trading. The importance of a powerful platform. 

OneOne Binary Option platform provider that stands out head and shoulders above the rest is Tradologic, who is known as the world’s leading 
platform provider and is behind some of today’s most popular trading websites, such as OptionBit and OptionXP. These sites, as well as all 
other TradoLogic platforms are designed around TradoLogic’s proprietary trading engine and option pricing modules, and provide a unique 
set of features and tools for options traders. 

In the section below we have provided a review of OptionXP which highlights some of the stronger points of the TradoLogic solution.

Tradologic we know provides top quality binary options platforms. But which outt provides this platform? Well, there are a few, but an all-
round favourite is OptionXP.
A completely web-based platform, OptionXP does not require any download or installation. Users all around the world possessing a com-
puter and an internet connection can stay connected to the nancial markets, via OptionXP.
Unlike other platforms that have blinking ads and popping buttons, luring traders to ‘call’ or ‘put’, OptionXP offers a calm and composed web-
site, which is intuitive and easy to navigate. The layout of the site is remarkably clean and professional-looking, and all of the trading features 
are clearly detailed in a dedicated “Tutorial” section.

The new website, besides supporting several unique trading tools such as 'Close' and 'Extend' on open positions, also allows users to trade 
in ‘Boundary’ or ‘Range’ options, in addition to the more traditional ‘Digital’ and ‘Touch’ option formats. ‘Boundary’ is a type of binary option 
where one attempts to predict whether a particular asset will expire within a predetermined price range, and is based on tunnel trading - a 
popular strategy amongst spot FX and commodities traders.

OptionOption types: the strength of OptionXP as compared to other similar platforms is the broad range of option types that the platform presents. 
Unlike other platforms that offer plain, or “vanilla” above/ below options for trading, OptionXP offers the simple above/below option as well 
as touch trading and range trading options, thus providing the traders with a variety of nancial tools at their disposition.
AdvancedAdvanced features: in addition to the variety of option types, the site offers several patented trading features, enabling users to accurately 
manage the risk/reward ratio on individual positions. These advanced tools allow Binary Option players to enjoy levels of control and risk 
management which are comparable to those found in professional FX and equities trading.

Take Prot - Enables traders that are ‘in the money’ to stop an option before it expires and realize their prots.
Stop Loss: Enables traders that are ‘out of the money’ to stop an option before it expires and curb their losses.
Extend (Roll Over): Enables traders to extend the expiration time of a particular option.
Double:Double: Enables traders to increase their investment on an open option which looks poised to make a prot, allowing them to receive a 
double payout on expiry, if the initial prediction was correct. 
Payout percentage: the payout percentage by OptionXP is probably the highest among brokers as it offers a whopping 81% returns for a suc-
cessful trade.
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In today’s online trading industry, established FX brokerages are constantly looking at ways to increase volumes by targeting new market seg-
ments and adding a variety of products. Offering Binary Options trading is one way to launch a brand new trading product, which appeals 
to a much broader audience than FX trading. One such market is i-Gaming, a multi-billion dollar industry which has been adversely affected 
over recent years by tougher regulation. With online casinos shutting down in France, the US and many other countries, the relative simplicity 
of Options trading is drawing in large volumes of exit trafc which is easily converted by today’s Binary operators. Companies which posses 
existingexisting marketing channels and call center operations can very quickly absorb Binary Options and add them to their arsenal, by setting up 
an online platform and allocating a marketing budget to the new product.

We’ve seen how the Binary Options are an ideal choice for online traders, and why many FX brokerages are now looking to add Binaries to 
their product line. But as a potential operator, one is faced with a number of potential solution providers - Why choose TradoLogic?

FirstFirst and foremost is the speed of deployment. TradoLogic’s turnaround for platform deployment is under 2 weeks and operators are provided 
with all the necessary tools required to manage their brokerage, such as a CRM and an afliate management/online marketing system. Pro-
prietary trading tools such as the Take Prot, Stop Loss and Extend functions are unique to TradoLogic and allow to add to bottom-line rev-
enues through an increased in client wallet share.

The TradoLogic Platform Management System provides site operators with the tools to expand their market share, increase client protability, 
and enhance the overall trading experience for their end users.

AnotherAnother one of Tradologic’s impressive features is that the solution leaves operators virtually hands-free: with risk management, compliance, 
and nancial services and technology covered, operators only need to focus on marketing and promoting their brand, as well as providing 
sales and client services to the end traders.
 
Here are some of the company’s stronger points in more detail:

CRM - TradoLogic offers a cutting-edge, innovative BackOfce system, allowing operators to keep tabs on - all aspects of their 
Binary businesses. TradoLogic’s CRM system comes complete with advanced reporting tools, custom-built reports, and full integra-
tion with both payment processors and marketing campaigns.  TradoLogic's web-based CRM also features the latest in data-
security technology such as SSL encryption and anti-theft mechanisms, which they carry to ensure that any sensitive information 
will remain in the right hands.
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Below is an excerpt of an interview Ariel Wolfe, TradoLogic’s Director of Business Development gave to a prominent nancial publication. 
Here’s what he had to say.

Congratulations on the new addition of the binary options brand, Option XP. Can you tell us a little bit about the services you pro-
vide for a white label brand like this?

Option XP receives a turn-key solution covering all aspects of the operation, allowing them to maintain their primary focus on online marketing 
and generating leads. Services such as risk management, server hosting and option prices are all handled in-house. We also provide licens-
ees such as OptionXP with business consulting and bespoke nancial services.

Tradologic is considered the leading binary option provider in the industry today. What have you recognized as important key fac-
tors for successful outcomes that put you above your competitors?

Tradologic is one of just a handful of companies that provide a FULL turn-key solution to clients, providing them with services like fraud pre-
vention, risk management, business analysis and professional call centre outsourcing. In addition to this we also offer a broad range of 
unique trading tools and option types which are patent-pending and cannot be found elsewhere.

One of the advantages of trading with binary options is that there are no regulations in place and anyone with access to the internet 
can take part. Do you think this is something that is likely to change over time, and do you think that if it did - it will affect the rising 
success of the binary options phenomenon?

AtAt the present time we don’t anticipate the market to move towards regulation, since Binary Options trading occupies the “grey zone” be-
tween nance and gaming. This said, Tradologic is fully prepared for the onset of future regulation, and end-users cannot open trading 
accounts without submitting full documentation. Tradologic also practices KYC and AML procedures internally as well as capital segregation.

Tradologic has demonstrated its capability to re-design and re-calibrate websites towards specic target audiences which is dem-
onstrated with the partnership with Korean operator KingOption.com. How did you overcome the various challenges in achieving 
this merging?

The Asian market presents a unique set of challenges for online brokers; therefore we have placed the highest priority on adapting our prod-
ucts to regional preferences. This was enabled by joining forces with already established Asian operators in the region, such as King Option, 
who were able to provide us with the country-specic information needed in order for us to localize.

It denitely seems that Tradologic are fully recognizing the growth that lies internationally, with the integration of Envoy Services’ 
payment solution. Could you tell me a little more about the improvements that this will provide?

With over 200 dedicated bank accounts and payment services worldwide, Envoy allows our operators to target virtually any global market 
and provides the end-users with a domestic bank transfer solution to fund their trading accounts, opening up the benets that come with a 
worldwide payment platform. This is particularly critical in such key markets such as Japan, where traders and investors generally refrain from 
credit card usage.

CONTACT TRADOLOGIC

For more information about TradoLogic’s  Binary Option Platform 
Management System, visit http://www.tradologic.com

Or send your sales inquiry to: info@tradologic.com
Telephone: +357 22 030 390

Afliate Software – Your network is your net-worth. This is something that Tradologic really understands, - making managing a 
clients’ network of afliates easy and straightforward. Tradologic provides operators with a stand-alone, web-based Afliate man-
agement portal, fully integrated with both the CRM and online campaigns. Similarly to its CRM structure, this system features optimi-
zation reports, marketing metrics, and a wide array of other advanced tools. 

Variety of Products – As well as offering the three standard ('vanilla') options, High/Low, Touch and Range, TradoLogic provides op-
erators with 2 additional trading games which are unique to  them: 'Matrix' and 'AutoTrade'.

Variety of Features and Trading Tools - TradoLogic has developed a broad spectrum of patented, innovative tools and features 
which permit traders to manage their risk/reward ratio on options. Its Trading Tools such as 'Stop Loss', 'Take Prot' and 'Extend' 
bring Binary Options closer than ever before to the Forex trading  experience. Their unique features such as 'Double', 'Split' and 'Re-
verse' provide a fun way for traders to manage risk, obviously also generating substantial additional revenue - for their clients.

Risk Management – TradoLogic provides a highly professional risk management service to all of their partners. They use both a tra-
ditional (24/5) dealing desk and an algorithmic Pricing Formula which was self-developed in-house. This combination ensures that 
Tradologic’s clients really receive the best possible pricing and liquidity, while maintaining minimum risk exposure for operators. 
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